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The equivalent luminance contrast (EqLC) of red-green drifting stimuli was assessed by three independent
methods. The first method [method (a)] consisted in adjusting the luminance constrast of a yellow, equichromatic stimulus to match the direction-discrimination performances that were obtained with a red-green,
equiluminant stimulus. The second method [method (b)] was a replica of the standard motion-cancellation
technique proposed by Cavanagh et al. [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 1, 894 (1984)]. The third method [method (c)]consisted in adjusting the luminance contrast of the same yellow,equichromatic stimulus as in method (a) to match
the perceived speed of the red-green, equiluminant stimulus. The three estimated EqLC's are all different.
It is argued that differences between EqLC's assessed by means of methods (a) and (b) result from unbalanced
interactions between the chromatic and achromatic, directional-sensitive mechanisms and that differences between EqLC's assessed by means of methods (a) and (c)reveal unequal transfer efficiencies from the directional
to the speed-processing stages in the chromatic and achromatic pathways.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Comparing performances for a given perceptual task with
luminance- and color-defined stimuli is meaningless unless one makes certain that their contrast is equivalently
efficient. This raises the question, What do we mean by
"equivalently efficient"?
Ideally, one would like to have a general contrast met-

ric that is both task and method independent. In their
1984 seminal paper Cavanagh et al.' set forth the debatable idea of expressing contrast as a percentage of the
maximum modulation that one can obtain in a given perceptual domain. For color modulation they decided that
the maximum modulation (i.e., 100%) is given by the
largest distance within the CIE space. With this convention in mind, they concluded that color is a highly inefficient motion carrier. We know, however, that the CIE
space is not an accurate representation of the corresponding perceptual space: equal distances in the CIE space
do not correspond to a constant number of just noticeable
differences

(jnd's).2 3

The convention that was used by Cavanagh et al. for
expressing chromatic contrast is, in fact, equivalent to
that adopted in classical studies in which a pure chromatic
modulation was obtained by the superposition of two
monochromatic lights whose luminance modulations were
identical but out of phase.4 ` With this technique one can
obtain any chromatic contrast by jointly varying the luminance modulation of the two monochromatic lights. By
construction, 100% luminance modulation corresponds to
the maximum chromatic modulation, whereas 0% luminance modulation will correspond to an equichromatic
field. Chromatic contrast is thus expressed directly in
luminance-modulation units. This metric is obviously arbitrary since it provides the same modulation range inde0740-3232/93/061341-12$06.00

pendently of the two primaries whose contrast it is meant
to specify.
The two (equivalent) approaches described above may
be regarded as stimulus oriented insofar as the proposed
metrics are made independent of the particularities of sensory processing. In the same vein, more-recent studies
proposed the use of cone contrast as a universal metric for
luminance- and color-modulated stimuli.9' 2 Based on the
Smith-Pokorny fundamentals,' 3 the cone-contrast metric,
however, recasts external physical energy into something
approximating the proximal visual stimulus and, as such,
provides a nonarbitrary reference for the efficiencies of
subsequent processing stages in the visual pathways. Expressing an arbitrary modulation in terms of cone contrast
requires, nonetheless, the specification of an interconesummation metric that is a matter of debate. Depending
on whether this metric is supposed to be linear (i.e., rms
values), computed heterochromatic contrasts may vary by
as much as 20%."
At least two distinct, sensory-oriented approaches permit
comparisons between chromatic and luminance contrasts.
One is to equate such modulations in terms of jnd's. 5 6
The major drawback of the jnd metric is its inadequacy
when it is used for comparing largely suprathreshold
was
modulations.'7 The motion-cancellation technique
proposed as an alternative method for assessing the equivalent luminance contrast (EqLC) of an arbitrarily high

chromatic modulation. This technique requires the
simultaneous presentation of chromatic and luminancemodulated stimuli drifting in opposite directions. It is
necessarily based on the implicit assumption that the two
types of information do not interact or, if they do, that

they display symmetrical interactions. Nevertheless,
studies on the interactions between color and luminance

pathways showed that this assumption might not be
C 1993 Optical Society of America
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true 61620 21 Like any sensory-oriented approach, the
assessment of an EqLC either by means of the motioncancellation technique or in jnd units suffers from being
potentially both task and stimulus dependent.
The use of stimulus-oriented and sensory-oriented
metrics in the literature may lead to quite different
conclusions regarding the relative efficiencies of the chromatic and luminance pathways. For example, the motion-
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time is a token for motion perception if motion direction
can be unambiguously perceived.
Figures 1(a)-1(c) display the three spatiotemporal configurations that were used in the present experiments. In
each of these figures the abscissa represents space and the
S PAC E

cancellation technique revealed that the directional
visibility of a red-green-modulated drifting grating is
canceled by 10% modulation of an achromatic stimulus
drifting in the opposite direction. This result was taken
as evidence that pure chromatic motion is much less efficient than pure luminance motion. This conclusion loses
its strength, however, when one considers that the cone
contrast of such a red-green grating is -25% (on a video
screen).'2 Indeed, it is well established that, at least at
the first levels of the visual pathway, color and luminance
attributes are processed along separate streams 22 23 whose
transmission efficiencies may be quite different. The significant difference between the EqLC's assessed by means
of the motion-cancellation technique (i.e., -10%) and those
assessed in terms of cone contrast (i.e., -25%) suggests a
mildly (rather than dramatically) lower motion-processing
efficiency in the chromatic pathway relative to the achromatic pathway.
The difference in the processing efficiency of distinct
visual pathways is not the unique reason accounting for the
dependency of EqLC on its assessment technique. The
first purpose of this study is to show that, even when it is
assessed for the same processing stage (in this case the
stage subserving motion perception), EqLC still depends
on the experimental technique. In particular, we compare
the EqLC's assessed by means of the standard motioncancellation technique and those assessed by means of a
new method that was specifically designed to avoid the

simultaneous presentation of color- and luminancecarried motions. The theoretical motivation of this comparison is related to the putative interactions between the
chromatic and achromatic pathways-'5 6 2 02' that may bias
the assessment of EqLC by the first method but not by
the second. This second, interaction-free method is reminiscent of Crawford's equivalent background luminance
technique24 and of more recent work by Blakemore and
Nachmias25 whereby orientation gradients were expressed
in terms of luminance contrast.
The second purpose of the present study is to demonstrate that the assessment of EqLC is task dependent. In
particular, we show that measurements of directional sensitivity and of perceived speed for the same drifting stimulus lead to significantly different EqLC's. This result is
taken as evidence for distinct processing stages for direction and speed in the chromatic and achromatic pathways.

2. STIMULI AND RATIONALE
The stimuli that were used belong to the class of multiattribute stimuli developed by Gorea and Papathomas.26 27
They are characterized by a set of discrete elements whose
characteristic attributes, e.g., color and luminance, can be
matched independently across space and time. A color or
a luminance contrast coherently matched across space and
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Fig. 1. (a)-(c) Schematic spatiotemporal representation of the
stimuli used in the three experiments. In each figure one row
represents one stimulus frame with time going downward. Each
element in a frame is defined by its color contrast (a), by its luminance contrast (b), or by both types of contrast (c) relative to the
yellow (Y) background set at luminance Lo. The motion-carrying
attributes are shown in bold characters. In (a) the pure color
stimulus is equiluminant (at Lo) and the red (R) and green (G)
elements are arranged spatiotemporally so as to carry rightward
motion. In (b) the pure luminance stimulus is equichromatic (Y)
and the luminance defined elements (L+ and L-) are arranged
spatiotemporally so as to carry rightward motion. In (c) color
carries motion to the right and luminance to the left (against
stimulus). (d) The actual appearance of one pure color stimulus
frame in x-y space. In the actual experiments, two successive
stimulus frames were separated by one background frame.
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ordinate represents time so that each row in each figure
represents one stimulus frame. Figure 1(a) shows the
pure color stimulus, in which only the color is coherently
matched across space and time. The stimulus is equiluminant (set at Lo), with the two colors [red (R) and
green (G)] shown in bold characters. The gray background was in fact yellow (Y) and set at the equiluminant
point relative to the red and green squares. Figure 1(b)
shows the pure luminance stimulus, in which only the luminance contrasts are coherently matched across space
and time. The stimulus is monochrome (i.e., yellow),with
each square element defined by its luminance contrast.
Luminance decrements (L -) and increments (L +) are

stimulus

[Fig. 1(b)].

To account for this difference,
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one

should assume that color-luminance interactions (in the
against stimulus) are unbalanced, with a stronger inhibition of the chromatic mechanisms on the luminance
mechanisms than the reverse. Notice that "inhibition"
here is used as a generic term for an undefined class of
interactions. In fact, the same EqLC, < EqLC2 outcome
may be interpreted as an unbalanced facilitation of the
chromatic mechanisms by the luminance mechanisms.

The present experiment cannot discriminate between

symmetrical about the Lo, yellow background. Fig-

these two possibilities.
(b) EqLC, > EqLC2. According to the same logic, this
outcome implies that the luminance mechanisms inhibit
the color mechanisms more than the reverse (or that the
latter facilitate the former).
(c) EqLC, = EqLC2 . This outcome may reflect either
the absence of any color-luminance interactions or the existence of perfectly balanced interactions.

sists of one R (or L +) and one G (or L -) square and two

In experiment 3 the EqLC was defined as the luminance
contrast of the pure luminance stimulus yielding a perceived speed identical with the perceived speed of the
pure chromatic stimulus. In this case both stimuli were
suprathreshold.

ure 1(c) displays what is termed the against stimulus, in
which color- and luminance-carried motions are pitted
against each other. Figure 1(d) illustrates one frame of
the pure color stimulus displayed in an x-y space (see
Section 3). Notice that, given our animation technique,
the stimuli repeat themselves every other four frames
[Figs. 1(a)-1(c)]. Also notice that one spatial period conintersquare yellow areas [background; Fig. 1(d)].
The purpose of the three experiments reported here was
the assessment of the EqLC of a maximally modulated
red-green chromatic stimulus. The chromatic contrast
was thus a fixed parameter as in many of the previous
studies that compared the efficiencies of the luminance
and chromatic systems in the processing of pattern and
movement information. The luminance contrast of the
L-/L+ yellow stimuli (in both pure luminance against
conditions) was the independent variable.
The assessment of the EqLC with the pure stimuli was
based on the postulate that equivalent (chromatic and
luminance) contrasts yield identical (directional) performances. The comparison of performances obtained with
the two types of stimuli requires the use of an independent
variable that can modulate the directional performances
obtained with both pure chromatic and pure luminance
stimuli while the chromatic contrast of the former is kept
constant. The spatial extent of the stimuli (specified in
number of visible spatial cycles) is one such performancemodulating

variable. 28

The EqLC was assessed by this

method in experiment 1.
In experiment 2 the EqLC was assessed with the against
stimulus by means of the standard motion-cancellation
technique. 8 "l As discussed in Section 1, this technique
requires the simultaneous activation of the chromatic and
achromatic motion-sensitive mechanisms. Thus the estimation of the EqLC could be biased by their putative
unbalanced interactions. The comparison between the
EqLC's assessed in experiments 1 and 2 should then permit the evaluation of such interactions. We consider the
following three possible outcomes of the comparison:
(a) The EqLC estimated

in experiment

1 (EqLC 1) is

lower than the EqLC estimated in experiment 2 (EqLC2 ;
EqLC, < EqLC2 ). In other words, the luminance contrast
that one requires in order to cancel the color-carried
motion is higher than the luminance contrast of the equichromatic stimulus [Fig. 1(a)] yielding directional performances identical to those obtained with the equiluminant

3.

METHOD

Stimuli
The stimuli were red, green, and yellow square elements
displayed on a Sony Trinitron

monitor (GDM 1601/1950)

driven by an Adage PG-90/10 graphic card under the control of a L6anord-386

AT computer.

The CIE (x, y) co-

ordinates were (0.611,0.353)for red and (0.285,0.597) for
green (phosphors and stimuli). The (x, y) coordinates for
yellow were observer dependent insofar as the observers
had slightly different red-green equiluminant points and
given that the red-green mixture to obtain yellow preserved their equiluminance ratio. Qualitatively, the yellow obtained in this way was close to the unique yellow for
each observer

(see below).

The yellow (x, y) coordinates

averaged across observers were (0.448,0.475). The cone

contrast of the red-green modulation varied slightly
across observers as a result of their different equiluminant points. The average cone contrast was 28%.29
The square elements were displayed in three rows below
and three rows above the fixation point [see Fig. 1(d)].

The vertical separation between the top and bottom

halves, calculated at the midpoints of the bottom and top
rows, respectively, subtended 1 deg. Within each half, the
vertical interrow separation (between the midpoints of the
squares) subtended 0.5 deg. The square elements subtended 25.6 x 25.6 arcmin, and their horizontal separation was equally 25.6 arcmin, so that the spatial frequency
of the stimuli was 0.59 cycle (cyc) per degree. Notice that
this spatial frequency is obtained by considering that one
spatial cycle includes one red (or L+) and one green
(or L-) element plus two interelement distances, i.e., a
total extent of 25.6 x 4 arcmin.
The largest stimulus array subtended 13.6 deg horizontally and 3.4 deg vertically (i.e., eight spatial cycles) at
114 cm from the observer. This spatial aperture was used
only in experiments 2 and 3. Smaller stimulus displays
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(ranging from 0.27 to 0.67 deg along the horizontal axis)
were used in experiment 1 and, for one observer, in experiment

2.

The yellow background

was set at 20 cd/M2

and subtended a 17 x 13.5 deg area. The drift rate of all
stimuli in all the experiments was 7.5 Hz, i.e., a speed of
12.7 deg/s. This temporal modulation was obtained by introducing an empty yellow background frame of 16.66 ms
in between any two stimulus frames. In experiments 1
and 2, one stimulus presentation consisted of one full temporal period (i.e., four stimulus frames, 133 ms). In
experiment 3, eight stimulus frames were presented for
each trial (i.e., 267 ms). It should be noted that, given
both the spatiotemporal discreteness of the stimuli and
their limited spatial and temporal presentations, the stimuli were broadband. Thus the given spatial and temporal
frequencies refer to fundamental rather than to nominal
frequencies.
The red and green elements were set at the equi-

luminant point by means of heterochromatic flicker

photometry. The heterochromatic flicker-photometry
procedure was used with two different stimuli. In one
case the stimulus was a 13.6 X 4.8 deg red-green checkerboard centered on the fixation point. The red and green
squares subtended 25.6 25.6 arcmin as in the main experiments. A second, eccentric stimulus consisting of alternating 51.2-arcmin-wide red and green bars subtended
13.6 deg horizontally

and 1.5 deg vertically

and was cen-

tered 1 deg above or below the fixation point. This stimulus extended over the same area as the upper or lower
halves of the stimuli that were used in the main experiments under the largest aperture conditions. For both
stimuli the luminance of one of the two colors was fixed
while the luminance of the second color was adjusted by
the observer to minimize flicker perception. Fixed and
adjustable luminances were exchanged across the two colors in different sessions. For the checkerboard stimulus,
minimum flicker settings were obtained at five luminance
adaptation levels ranging from 0.5 to 27 cd/M2 . The
flicker rate was 15 Hz for the highest three luminances
and 3.75 Hz for the two lower ones. For the eccentric,
grating stimulus, minimum flicker was obtained only at
the adaptation level used in the main experiments, i.e.,
20 cd/m2 . At least five adjustments per stimulating condition were obtained from each observer. Within comparable luminance ranges, the two stimuli yielded practically
identical equiluminance points. This is not surprising
given that the two stimuli covered largely overlapping
retinal areas.
The minimum flicker settings permitted the construction both of equiluminant stimuli and of a balanced yellow
(i.e., as close as possible to unique yellow). The latter was
obtained by mixing red and green lights in proportions
determined by the heterochromatic flicker-photometry
procedure. A control experiment that was conducted with
one of the observers (described in a related paper3 0) provided support for our choice of yellow. In this experiment
the motion-cancellation technique (see experiment 2) was
used independently with red-yellow and green-yellow
chromatically modulated stimuli, and an EqLC was obtained for each of them. The two EqLC's were almost
identical and were one half of the EqLC of a red-greenmodulated stimulus. This result indicates that the chosen
yellow was equally distant, in chromatic contrast, from the
red and green lights.

C. Agonie and A. Gorea

General Procedure

In all the experiments the spatiotemporal correspondence
of the chromatic- and/or luminance-defined elements was
changed randomly from trial to trial to produce leftward
or rightward motion. In experiments 1 and 2, the observers' task was to indicate the perceived direction of motion.
In experiment 1, in which only one (color- or luminance-)
motion carrier was present at a time, the observers' performances were expressed as percentages correct relative to
the true direction. In experiment 2, in which color- and
luminance-carried motions were pitted against each other,
the observers' performances were expressed in terms of
percentages of luminance-carried motion preferences. In
experiment 3 the pure stimuli were presented at suprathreshold levels, and the observers' task was to judge their
speed relative to a reference probe whose physical speed
was monitored by means of a double-staircase procedure.
No feedback was provided in any of the three experiments.
A more detailed description of each of these procedures is
given below.

The two authors and two naive observers participated in
experiments 1 and 2. The two authors and another naYve
observer served in experiment 3. Three observers were
emmetropes, and two had vision that was corrected to
normal. Slightly deviant results obtained in pilot experiments with observer BD hinted at a potential color deficiency. The Ishihara, the D-15, and saturated D-15 tests
did not reveal any anomaly. The Rayleigh color-matching
test indicated a slightly lower than normal sensitivity to
green light (A - Q = 1.2). As discussed below in Sections 4 and 5, the partially deviant results of this observer
are difficult to account for on the basis of this mild anomaly. Inspection was binocular with natural pupils.

4.

EXPERIMENT 1

Rationale

The independent activation of the color and luminance
pathways by the pure stimuli permits the isolation of the
color and luminance contribution to motion perception.
By definition, the equivalent activation of the chromatic
and achromatic motion detectors should entail identical directional performances (i.e., percentage of correct
responses). This is to say that the mechanism's activation and therefore the observers' performances depend
directly on contrast (chromatic or luminance). As a consequence, contrasts are equivalent if they yield identical
performances.

In theory, the implementation of this principle is
straightforward: one should measure directional performances for an achromatic stimulus as a function of its
luminance contrast so as to find the particular contrast
yielding directional performances identical to those of the
reference chromatic stimulus. In practice, the specific
(red-green) chromatic contrast used in this study yields

perfect (100%)directional discrimination and cannot
therefore be matched by a particular luminance contrast.
A third independent variable is then required to modulate
performances with the fixed red-green chromatic stimulus. The variable chosen here was the number of visible
cycles of the stimulus regulated by the aperture size.28
The aperture size was varied along the horizontal dimension only.

Figure 2 illustrates the rationale of experiment 1.
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trast. Luminance contrast was randomized across trials,
whereas the aperture size was randomized across sessions. Each session was repeated four times so that each
percentage of correct responses was computed from
200 trials. Stimulus configuration (i.e., pure color and
pure luminance) was also randomized across sessions.
Results

0.6

0.06

0.01

I

0.1

CONTRAST
LUMINANCE

APERTURESIZE(visiblecycles)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the rationale for assessing EqLC in experiment 1. (a) Hypothetical directional performances obtained
with the pure color stimulus as a function of the aperture size.
(b) Hypothetical performances obtained with the pure luminance
stimulus as a function of luminance contrast for each of the aperture sizes used with the pure color stimulus. The EqLC is defined as the luminance contrast of the pure luminance stimulus
yielding directional performances identical to those of the pure
color stimulus for a given aperture

size.

The EqLC should not

depend on the specific aperture size used to estimate it (see text).

Directional performances shown as a psychometric function (to be fitted by the method described in Ref. 31) are
measured with the pure color stimulus [Fig. 2(a)] as a
function of the aperture size (five aperture sizes in the
illustration). Directional performances are then measured with the pure luminance stimulus [Fig. 2(b)] for
each of the apertures

used above as a function

of lumi-

nance contrast. A psychometric function is fitted to the
data obtained for each aperture. The measured (or interpolated) performance with the pure color stimulus for a
given aperture size is projected onto the corresponding
psychometric function (i.e., for, the same aperture) obtained with-the pure luminance stimulus. One then obtains the EqLC point by finding the luminance contrast
yielding that particular performance (arrowhead).
Under the assumption that the chromatic and achromatic motion-sensitive mechanisms have similar spatial
integration characteristics, the EqLC should not depend
on the particular aperture that is chosen to assess it.
This assumption, however, is not critical for the implementation of our rationale. In case it is not verified, the
EqLC's assessed by this method and those obtained in
experiments

Figure 3 displays the percentages of correct directional
responses as a function of the aperture size (in number of
visible cycles) with the pure color stimulus for the four
observers. Psychometric functions fitted to the data with
a (the threshold at 75% correct) and 13(the slope) as free
parameters are shown as continuous curves. The slopes
of the psychometric functions vary from 2.05 to 6.4 across
observers. The estimated thresholds (in number of visible
cycles) vary from 0.21 to 0.38 across observers.
Figure 4 displays the percentages of correct responses
that were obtained with the pure luminance stimulus as a
function of its luminance contrast and for each of the aperture sizes that were used with the pure color stimulus.
Performances and the fitted psychometric functions are
shown for the four observers. The slopes of the psychometric functions do not show any systematic variation
with the aperture size. Their variability across observers
is comparable with their variability across aperture sizes.

Figure 5 displays the psychometric functions that

were fitted for each observer for the pure color stimulus (left-hand panels from Fig. 3) and for the pure lumi-

nance stimulus (right-hand panels). The latter were
readjusted to fit the data of Fig. 4 while 13was used
% CORRECT('pure'color)
you

f

-

CA
90

0

60

60 '
a"

0.00

-

0.6

APERTURESIZE (visiblecycles)

APERTURESIZE (visiblecycles)

2 and 3 should be compared for each particu-

lar aperture. These aperture-specific comparisons were
indeed required for observer BD, whose EqLC's increased
systematically with a decrease in the aperture size. The
EqLC's of the remaining three observers did not show any
such systematic dependence and were consequently averaged across aperture sizes.
Procedure

For the pure color stimulus, one session consisted of
100 trials with the aperture size randomized across sessions. Each session was repeated twice so that each percentage of correct responses was computed from 200 trials.
For the pure luminance stimulus, we chose four luminance contrasts in pilot experiments so as to bracket the
expected threshold for each aperture

size and for each ob-

server. One session, defined by a fixed aperture size,
consisted of 200 trials, with 50 trials per luminance con-

0.6

0.06

APERTURESIZE (visiblecycles)

0.5

0.00

APERTURESIZE (visiblecycles)

Fig. 3. Measured directional performance (circles) with the
pure color stimulus as a function of the aperture size for four
observers. Continuous sigmoids are the psychometric functions
fitted to each set of data.
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LUMINANCECONTRAST
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Fig. 4. Measured directional performance (marked by symbols)
with the pure luminance stimulus as a function of luminance
contrast for different aperture sizes (see insets). Each panel
shows the data and the fitted psychometric functions (with 13
as a
free parameter; see text).

.

LUMINANCE
CONTRAST

as a fixed parameter. The fixed 13was taken as the average slope across aperture sizes for each observer. Estimated EqLC's are indicated by arrowheads. As can be
seen, EqLC estimations are practically independent of the
aperture

size for observers CA, AG, and VS.

Averaged

across aperture sizes, the EqLC's for these observers vary
between 5.4% and 6.1% and are statistically indiscriminable (see also Table 1). These estimations are within the
range of EqLC's measured by Anstis et al." 5 and Cavanagh
and Anstis' 9 by means of the motion-cancellation tech-

APERTURE
SIZE (visible cycles)

LUMINANCE
CONTRAST

nique (6-10%o).

For observer BD, the estimated EqLC increases systematically from 3% to 12% with a decrease in the aperture
size. It is not clear how this deviant performance relates
to this observer's potentially deficient chromatic vision.
Those EqLC's of observer BD that were estimated for the
largest three apertures (3.2%, 3.7%, and 4.8%) are significantly lower than the mean EqLC's of the remaining three
observers, an observation that complies with observer BD's
mild deuteranomaly. Nonetheless, for observer BD, the
EqLC estimated with the smallest aperture (12%o)
is significantly larger than the EqLC's of the other three observers.
For all four observers, EqLC estimations obtained with
, as a free parameter are statistically indiscriminable
from estimations obtained with 13as a fixed parameter
(see Table 1). All in all, the nonsystematic and small
amount of variability of the estimated EqLC's with the
aperture size (for three of the four observers) supports

0.06

0.5

APERTURESIZE(visible cycles)

0.01

0.1

LUMINANCE
CONTRAST

Fig. 5. Psychometric functions fitted to the data of Figs. 3 and 4
for the four observers (left-hand and right-hand panels, respectively). The psychometric functions fitted to the data of Fig. 4
were obtained with p as a fixed parameter (see text). EqLC's,
obtained by the method illustrated in Fig. 2 (indicated by arrowheads), are practically independent of aperture size for observers
CA, AG, and VS but not for observer BD.
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Table 1. EqLC's for Five Observers (Experiments 1-3), Standard Errors, and Statistics
(Experiments 1 and 2)a
Student's t Test
Experiment

Observer

1

Experiment 2

Fixed ,6

Free /3

Fixed /3

Free ,3

Experiment 3

(EqLCE.pti - EqLCExpt2)
Free ,/
Fixed /3

CA

EqLc
SE
N

6.1
0.14
4

5.4
0.47
4

7.8
0.30
8

7.7
0.30
8

36

3.85
df= 10
p < 0.01

4.33
df = 10
p < 0.002

AG

EqLC
SE
N

5.4
0.28
5

5.6
0.20
5

4.3
0.10
7

4.2
0.13
7

19

4.18
df= 10
2
p < 0.00

6.14
df= 10
p < 0.002

VS

EqLC
SE
N

6.03
0.28
4

5.9
0.43
4

13.4
0.26
8

13.5
0.30
8

17.4
df = 10
2
p < 0.00

14.4
df = 10
p < 0.002

Al

EqLC
SE
N

10.5
0.47
4

10.2
0.82
4

15.8
1.30
4

17
1.37
4

3.84
df = 6
p < 0.01

4.23
df = 6
p < 0.01

A2

EqLC
SE
N

5.1
0.14
4

5.1
0.09
4

14.8
1.13
4

14.8
1.66
4

8.55
df = 6
2
p < 0.00

5.81
df = 6
p < 0.002

A3

EqLC
SE
N

3.63
0.05
4

3.6
0.05
4

15.1
0.42
4

15.1
0.61
4

26.89
df = 6
2
p < 0.00

18.70
df = 6
p < 0.002

A4

EqLC
SE
N

3.14
0.07
4

3.16
0.06
4

15.2
0.54
4

15.3
0.94
4

22.22
df = 6
2
p < 0.00

12.82
df = 6
p < 0.002

1.75
df = 6
2
p < 0.

1.78
df = 6
p < 0.2

BD

EC

EqLC

All

EqLC
SE
N

21
5.8
0.17
4

5.6
0.10
4

10.2
2.52
4

10.2
2.60
4

25.3
5.36
3

for observer BD. In
aFor experiment 1, EqLC's are averaged across aperture sizes for observer,sCA, AG, and VS and are given for each aperture size observer; df, degrees
of repetitions per
number
N
error;
standard
SE,
text).
3
(see
variable
a
and
a
fixed
with
estimated
were
EqLC's
2,
and
1
experiments
of freedom.

our initial assumption that chromatic and achromatic
direction-selective mechanisms have similar spatial integration characteristics. Of course, this conclusion lacks
generality since it is based on data obtained with broadband stimuli centered at a low spatial and a relatively high
temporal frequency.
5.

EXPERIMENT

2

Experiment 2 was meant as a replication of the motioncancellation procedure of Anstis et al.' 8 and Cavanagh
and Anstis' 9 implemented with the against stimulus illustrated in Fig. 1(c). It was conducted with the same four
observers who were used in experiment 1. The general
agreement between the EqLC's assessed by means of the
procedure used in experiment 1 and those reported by
Anstis et al. and Cavanagh and Anstis does not exclude
the possibility of significant, intraobserver differences between the EqLC's assessed with the use of these procedures. As discussed in Section 2, differences of this kind
can be taken as evidence for color-luminance unbalanced
interactions.

Procedure

Since by construction the against stimulus contains spatiotemporal chromatic and achromatic energy along opposite
directions, specifying its perceived direction is a matter of
preference between the two motion carriers. The ob-

server's task was to indicate the dominant direction.

His/her preference is taken as a measure of the relative
strength of the two motion carriers. By convention, preferences are referred to the luminance drifting component
so that 0% and 100% indicate that the observer always
preferred the color- and the luminance-carried motions,
respectively. The EqLC was defined as the luminance
contrast of the luminance drifting component yielding
50% performances.

Performances were assessed with a fixed red-green
chromatic contrast and a variable luminance contrast by
means of a two-alternative forced-choice constant-stimuli
procedure. The direction of the two drifting components
and the luminance contrast were randomized within sessions. At least four luminance contrasts were used in one
session, with each being presented 50 times so that one
session consisted of at least 200 trials. Since, in experi-
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% LUMINANCE
PREFERRED'

words, for this observer the strength of the pure colorcarried motion (i.e., 0% luminance-contrast modulation) is
not sufficient to yield perfect directional performances

CA

00

with these aperture sizes. Consequently,the psycho-

30

EqLC

20

0.077

0

1

so~~1

metric functions of observer BD were fitted so as to level
off at the (nonzero) preference percentages that were obtained with 0% luminance-contrast modulation for each of
the four aperture sizes.
The EqLC's vary from 4.2% (observer AG) to 15.5%
(observer BD; averaged across the four apertures) and are
practically independent of whether they were estimated
from psychometric functions fitted with /3 as a fixed or a
free parameter. This range is larger than the range reported by Anstis et al.18 and Cavanagh and Anstis. 9 With
the exception of those of observer AG, these EqLC's are
significantly higher than those assessed with the pure
stimuli in experiment 1 (see Section 6 and Table 1). The
relatively large EqLC's assessed for observer BD are, once
again, difficult to reconcile with his mild deuteranomaly.

100

0~~~~~~~~~~~~0

LUMINANCE
CONTRAST

LUMINANCE
CONTRAST

% LUMINANCE
PREFERRED'
100
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70
80

6. COMPARISON OF THE EQUIVALENT
LUMINANCE CONTRASTS ASSESSED WITH
PURE AND AGAINST STIMULI

30

EqLC
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1

10
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Fig. 6. EqLC's estimated for the four observers by the motioncancellation technique with the against stimulus. Estimation of
the EqLC's for observers CA, AG, and VS was obtained with the
largest aperture (i.e., 13.6 3.4 deg). For observer BD, the
EqLC's estimated for each of the aperture sizes shown in the inset do not depend on the aperture size. Data and fitted psychometric functions are shown as symbols and continuous sigmoids,
respectively.

ment 1, the EqLC's of observers CA, AG, and VS did not
show any systematic variation with the aperture size, they
were tested in the present experiment with a unique 13.6
3.4 deg aperture (i.e., eight visible cycles). For these observers each session was repeated eight times so that each
datum point (percentage of luminance-carried motion
preferences) was computed out of at least 400 trials. For
observer BD, whose EqLC as assessed in experiment 1 was
aperture-size dependent, EqLC's were estimated for the

four aperture sizes used in experiment 1 with four
repetitions for each aperture (i.e., 200 trials/datum
point/aperture size; a total of 16 sessions). The psychometric functions shown in Fig. 6 were fitted to these
average percentages. For the purposes of the statistical
analysis described in Section 6, psychometric functions
were also fitted to the data obtained in each session (i.e.,
50 trials per datum point). The fit was obtained as in
experiment 1, with the slope of the psychometric function
as a free and a fixed parameter (see Table 1). The fixed ,f
was taken as the average slope estimated across sessions
for each observer.
Results

Figure 6 displays the data of the four observers. For observers CA, AG, and VS, luminance-carried motion preferences span the expected range of 0-100%. Observer
BD's luminance-carried motion preferences range from
8.5-31% to 100%,depending on the aperture size. In other

The EqLC's obtained in experiments 1 (pure stimuli) and
2 (against stimulus) were compared for each observer as
well as across observers. Since the estimations of the
EqLC's in the two experiments were performed under different conditions, the choice of the random variable to be
considered for the statistical test is debatable. In experiment 1 the estimation of the EqLC required us to measure
two psychometric functions, one for the pure color stimulus with the aperture size as a variable and one for the
pure luminance stimulus with the aperture size as a parameter and with luminance contrast as a variable. Each
of these two psychometric functions was measured at least
four times. Since for three of the four observers the estimated EqLC's were independent of the aperture size, one
may disregard this factor and use the repeated estimates
of the EqLC for each observer as the source of variance.
The number of repetitions for the estimation of the
EqLC in experiment 1 for each observer can be evaluated
in the following way. One would fit a psychometric function for the pure color stimulus from a single session (one
repetition) and estimate (at least) 16 EqLC's, i.e., for the
four apertures used with the pure luminance stimulus and
for the four (or more) psychometric functions fitted for
each aperture (repeated sessions). This procedure should
be repeated for the four (or more) psychometric functions
obtained with the pure color stimulus (repeated sessions).
The final EqLC (EqLC,) should be computed as the mean
across at least 64 (N, = 16 4) repetitions per observer.

The EqLC that is obtained with the against stimulus
(EqLC2 ) would be computed as the mean across at least
eight repetitions (N2). The statistical comparison between EqLC, and EqLC2 will then have 72 degrees of freedom (N + N2 - 2). The statistical problem here is that,
in experiment 1, the 64 EqLC's are not independent estimates and that, given this particular experimental design,
there is no proper way of transforming the correlated repetitions set into a smaller, independent repetitions set. As
a consequence, we adopted the simpler solution of using as
a random variable the estimated EqLC's for each aperture
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size (i.e., N,' = 4), in experiment 1, and the actual repetitions (i.e., N 2 ' = 8, for observers

CA, AG, and VS), in

experiment 2. There are now 10 degrees of freedom for
the EqLC,-EqLC2 comparison (N,' + N 2' - 2). For observer BD, the EqLC,-EqLC 2 comparison was performed
for each window (with N1 ' + N2" = 4) as well as with
EqLC1 and EqLC2 averaged across the four windows (with
N,' = N 2 ' = 4). Notice that this simpler solution decreases the significance level of the statistical test (fewer
degrees of freedom). Finally, EqLC1 and EqLC2 were
compared across observers. All the statistical tests were
performed with EqLC1 and EqLC2 estimated from psychometric functions that were fitted with /3as a fixed and
a free parameter.
The last two columns in Table 1 display the significance
levels for all the EqLC,-EqLC 2 comparisons (two-tailed
t tests). All intraobserver comparisons are significant beyond an a level of at least 0.01. Except for observer AG,
all EqLC, (assessed with the pure stimuli) are smaller
than EqLC2 (assessed with the against stimulus). According to the rationale developed in Section 2, this outcome suggests a stronger inhibition of the luminance
mechanisms by the chromatic ones than the reverse or, as
an alternative interpretation, a stronger facilitation of the
chromatic mechanisms by the luminance ones. Observer
AG's deviant performance (i.e., EqLC, > EqLC2) may, of
course, be attributed to some experimental bias such as an
imperfect equiluminance setting, but similar inconsistencies across observers may be found in the related literaFor example, Cole et al.11 reported data showing
ture.

that intense chromatic pedestals (i.e., 20-30X threshold)
may either facilitate or slightly inhibit the detection of luminance tests depending on the observer. Because of the
nonhomogeneity across observers that was evident in the
present study, the overall difference between EqLC1 and
EqLC 2 (Table 1, bottom row) is not statistically significant.
7.

EXPERIMENT

3

Procedure

The pure color and pure luminance configurations [see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] were used as test stimuli. They subtended

13.6 X 3.4 deg (i.e., eight visible cycles) and were

presented for eight stimulus frames (a total duration
of 267 ms). Their drifting rate was fixed at 12.7 deg/s
(i.e., 7.5 Hz) as in our first two experiments. Each teststimulus

presentation

was followed, after 400 ms, by a

probe stimulus consisting of a single empty white square
that was the same size as the individual elements of the
test stimulus (i.e., 25.6 X 25.6 arcmin), presented

on the

same yellow adapting background as the test. The lumi2
nance of the probe was 117 cd/m . Drift directions of the
test and probe were randomized across trials and uncorrelated. The observers' task was to decide whether the
speed of the probe was higher or lower than the speed of

the test stimulus. To prevent any displacement-based
judgments, both the location at which the probe appeared
and its duration were randomized across trials. The duration of the probe was varied in a range of 267-400 ms.
The speed of the probe was made response dependent
by means of two interlaced, ascending and descending
staircases. For the ascending staircase, the speed of the
probe was increased after one slower response and de-

creased after two successive faster responses.
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The sym-

metrical rule was used for the descending staircase.
These rules make the ascending and descending staircases
converge at 0.293 and 0.707 probabilities of responses
faster and slower, respectively. The increment/decrement
step was initially set at 3.2 arcmin/s. It was decreased to
1.6 arcmin/s after two response reversals and was kept
constant at 0.8 arcmin/s after the third response reversal.
The starting speed of the probe was chosen in preliminary
experiments so as to be in the range of the actual perceived speeds for each experimental condition. One session was defined by the configuration of the stimulus
(color- or luminance-carried motion) and by the luminance contrast of the luminance-carried stimulus. It was
terminated after 20 reversals. Wecomputed the perceived
speed for each staircase by averaging the last ten reversal

points and then averaging across the two staircases.

Stimulus configurations and luminance contrasts of the
luminance-carried motion were randomized across sessions. Each session was repeated four times, and speed
judgments were averaged across repetitions. All stimuli
yielded 100% directional discrimination. We obtained
the EqLC by finding (through linear interpolation) the luminance contrast of a pure luminance stimulus yielding
the same perceived speed as the pure color stimulus.
Results

Figure 7 displays the perceived speeds of the luminancecarried motion as a function of luminance contrast for the
two authors and a third, nafve observer who was not used
in the first two experiments. The perceived speeds of the
pure color stimulus are shown as solid horizontal33 lines.
32
one can
According to the results of previous studies,
expect that perceived speed inceases with luminance
contrast and starts leveling off for contrasts higher than
=20-30%. Interestingly, perceived speeds are almost
always below the physical speed of the stimulus (i.e.,
12.7 deg/s; shown by the dotted horizontal lines). The
markedly different spatial structures of the test and probe
stimuli as well as the high luminance contrast of the latter
may account for this systematic underestimation, although
this effect is not clearly documented in the literature.
The luminance contrasts corresponding to the intersection of the solid horizontal lines (i.e., the perceived speeds
for the pure color stimuli) and the luminance-contrastdependent perceived speeds of the pure luminance stimuli
represent the EqLC's estimated for each observer (i.e.,
36%, 19%, and 21% for observers CA, AG, and EC, respec-

tively). For observers CA and AG, they are factors of -6
and =4 times higher than the EqLC's estimated in experiments 1 and 2. Notice that these EqLC's are within the
range of the cone contrasts for the red-green modulation.
Also notice that these high EqLC's are (apparently) unexpected on the basis of the motion-slowing 34phenomenon
that was observed for equiluminant stimuli.
8.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, EqLC's were assessed by means of
a new method whose particular purpose is to avoid colorluminance interactions (experiment 1) and were compared
with the EqLC's estimated by means of the standard
motion-cancellation technique in which such interactions
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Fig. 7. Apparent speed of the pure luminance stimulus (squares) as a function of luminance contrast for two of the observers used in
experiments 1 and 2 and for an additional nalve observer (EC). Apparent speeds of the pure color stimulus are shown as solid horizontal
lines. The luminance contrast corresponding to the intersection of the latter with the apparent speed function for the pure luminance
stimulus is defined as the EqLC. The dotted horizontal lines show the physical speed of the stimuli (i.e., 12.7 deg/s).

are permitted to develop (experiment 2). The EqLC's
that were estimated with the two methods are statistically
different for all four observers, suggesting the existence of
unbalanced interactions between chromatic and achromatic motion-sensitive mechanisms (see Section 2). For
three of the four observers, the EqLC's that were estimated in experiment 1 are lower than those estimated in
experiment 2, implying a stronger inhibition of the luminance mechanisms by the chromatic ones than the reverse
or, as an alternative interpretation, a stronger facilitation
of the chromatic mechanisms by the luminance ones. Observer AG displays the opposite pattern of results, a behavior that could be due to some experimental bias,
although incongruencies of this sort across observers are
not unique in the related literature (see, e.g., Ref. 11).
Experiments 1 and 2 were not designed to discriminate
between the two alternative interpretations of unbalanced
inhibitory or facilitatory color-luminance interactions.
Whereas the second interpretation appears to be consistent with the results of several studies that used flashed
or steady stimuli (see Ref. 11 for a review), color- and
luminance-based motions pitted against each other have
been clearly shown to display inhibitory interactions.2 '
The present study's results bear particular relevance to
the current understanding of the chromatic-achromatic
interactions in motion perception. Krauskopf and Farell3 5
studied such interactions by superimposing two drifting
gratings and measuring their degree of perceived coherence as a function of the angle (in the color space of
Derrington et al. 6 ) along which each grating was modulated. They found a complete lack of coherence (i.e., no
interaction) whenever the "drifting gratings [were] modulated along different cardinal directions" and strong coherence "when the directions of the modulations [were]
rotated by 450 in color space. " More recently, Gorea et al.'0
demonstrated with discrete spatiotemporal stimuli that, at
high temporal rates, chromatic and luminance information
do not combine to produce motion perception at a first processing stage. On the other hand, in accord with previous
suggestions2 6 37' 9 but in apparent contrast with Krauskopf
and Farell's"5 findings, the superposition of luminance
and color-modulated stimuli drifting in the same direction

clearly facilitates directional performances. Finally,

luminance- and color-modulated stimuli drifting in opposite directions display clear-cut masking interactions. 2 '
Thus the specification of color-luminance interactions appears to be critically dependent on at least two (not necessarily independent) categories of parameters, namely, the
spatiotemporal structure of stimuli (transient versus sus-

tained presentations, spots versus gratings, stationary
versus drifting, etc.; see Ref. 39) and the experimental
task (pure detection, directional performances, apparent
coherence, etc.; see Ref. 39).
The story that is emerging from the studies dedicated to
motion perception cited above and from the present study
appears to be the following: (a) luminance- and colorbased motions are processed independently at a first stage
where directional information is extracted; (b) once motion
direction has been processed in each of the two pathways,
color- and luminance-based motions interact negatively
if pitted against each other and facilitate one another
if displayed along the same direction of drift; (c) when
superimposed so as to form a drifting plaid, color- and
luminance-based motions do not interact to produce coherent motion. In the context of the present investigation,
the existence of unbalanced color-luminance interactions
at a second processing stage (i.e., after the independent
extraction of directional information in each pathway)
raises doubts about the generality of EqLC assessments by
means of the motion-cancellation technique. Regardless
of whether they involve color-luminance interactions,
EqLC's of chromatic drifting stimuli assessed at the stage
of directional processing are significantly lower (a factor
of at least 3) than their proximal cone contrast. Thus the
chromatic pathway appears to process the directionality of
drifting stimuli with a substantially lower efficiency than
the achromatic pathway. Of course, the large spatiotemporal bandwidths, as well as the relatively high speeds of
the present stimuli, limit the generality of this conclusion.
The present study demonstrates that, even if colorluminance interactions are experimentally avoided (experiments 1 and 3), the evaluation of the EqLC may be as
critically dependent on the underlying processing level at
which it is assessed as are the color-luminance interactions themselves. EqLC's based on the perceived speed of
pure stimuli (experiment 3) are a factor of -5 higher than

C. Agonie and A. Gorea

those based on the directional performances measured
with the same stimuli. At the speed-processing stage,
the EqLC's of chromatic stimuli are within the range
of their estimated cone contrast, a finding that suggests

that chromatic and achromatic speed processors are

equally efficient. At first glance this is an odd finding in
two respects. First, it appears to contravene the welldocumented motion-slowing effect at equiluminance.' In
connection with this report it should be remembered that
motion slowing was observed only with sinusoidally modulated gratings of low spatial frequencies (<3 cyc/deg) and
drifting at slow speeds (<5 deg/s). Since only the first
condition was reproduced in the present study, the result
of experiment 3 is not surprising in itself. Second, this
result nonetheless appears to contradict the findings of experiment 1: how can the chromatic and achromatic pathways be equally efficient at a presumably high (i.e., speed)
processing stage and unequal at a lower (i.e., direction)
processing stage (see Refs. 40 and 41)? The answer is
both speculative and trivial: the relative loss in chromatic processing efficiency at the first stage is compensated for at the second processing stage. Obviously this
can be achieved by decreasing the transfer efficiency between the two stages in the luminance pathway, by increasing this same efficiency in the color pathway, or by a
combination of both. The present experiments were not
designed to discriminate among these possibilities.
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